VuWall’s TRx Plugin for Genetec™ Security Center

Video Wall Management Solutions for Control Rooms

VuWall and Genetec’s seamlessly integrated solution provides customers with a comprehensive solution for complete video wall control where operators can manage and visualize IP cameras along with other content sources, from a single easy-to-use platform.

VuWall’s TRx certified Genetec plugin allows control room operators to manage VuWall video wall processors, changing feeds and display content, directly from the already-familiar Genetec™ Security Center interface, without switching applications. They can easily control the video wall ecosystem which may include Genetec IP cameras, but also content from other sources such as IP encoders, web apps, web maps, RSS feeds, HDMI sources and computer sources, with easy drag-and-drop operations.
Features & Benefits

- Control Genetec Security Desk, VuWall video wall processors and encoder/decoder appliance, and third-party devices – all from a single application.
- Expand Security Center's capabilities to control video walls with hybrid content coming from Genetec IP cameras, but also from other sources such as IP encoders, TV tuners, local applications, web pages, social media feeds, RSS feeds, remote computers, etc.
- No configuration or programming required: all cameras are automatically populated within the VuWall TRx software interface and are simply updated through a Refresh function when a change is made within Security Center.
- Easy VuWall API and scripting tools allow Security Center events to trigger the launch of pre-sets on the video wall.
- Simple synchronization between Genetec Security Center and the VuWall TRx software.

Architecture & Workflow

VuWall's long-standing partnership with Genetec has helped many customers around the world increase operational efficiency in their control rooms. VuWall’s continued development, SDK certification, and Genetec-certified integration specialists at VuWall, is a testament to the company’s commitment to serve the security market with the tools that they need to be most efficient in their daily operations.
Compatibility

- TRx version 3.2 and later
- Genetec™ Security Desk versions 5.10 and later

Ordering Information

To be ordered at Genetec: TRx Integration Module
Part #: GSC-1SDK-VUWALL-TRX

To be ordered at VuWall: TRx + Genetec Plugin Module
Purchase TRx ONE or ENTERPRISE with TRx VMS add-on (Part #: TRX-VMS)

Click here to find VuWall in the Genetec Partner Hub.

“We hear from our customers that the ease of use, seamless transition and ability to configure and manage their video wall thanks to VuWall’s Genetec plugin has provided considerable value to their operations.”

- ILYA NADUEV
COMMERCIAL, DELIVERY AND PROGRAM MANAGER AT GENETEC